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Recap of Mark 1:1-15
- The gospel is Jesus is King. This message changes everything and has the power to

bring new life and peace to everyone.

HEAR THE STORY | Mark 1:16-34
- Consistently reading only one specific Bible translation could result in the familiarity of

the text that leads to dull hearing. Perhaps read a new translation for a fresh hearing.
- Today we’ll hear the story from the First Nations Version, a dynamic equivalence

(thought for thought) translation that captures the simplicity, clarity, and beauty of Native
storytellers in English. For more information, visit firstnationsversion.com

EXAMINE THE STORY

BIG IDEA: Following Jesus requires spending time with Jesus, and when we spend time
with Jesus, we are amazed by his authority as he rules and renews everything.

Narrative Time
- Within his Gospel, Mark tells the story of Jesus through the blending of story time

(how he organizes the episodes within the larger story) and actual time (how these
episodes presumably took place in reality).

- Immediately (euthus) occurs 34 times in the first nine chapters of Mark. Mark is in a
hurry because he cannot wait to get to the cross. The repetition of immediately
creates a rapid story time, but there are two places this pace slows down.

- Almost half of the Gospel (Mark 10-16) focuses on the last week of the life of Jesus.
- Mark 1:16-38 records several key episodes that occur within roughly 24 hours of

actual time. Mark emphasizes the events of the narrative in which he slows his story
time to actual time.

- As you read, look for temporal markers within the text: on the Sabbath (1:21); that
evening at sundown (1:32), very early in the morning (1:35).

Mark 1:16-19 | Jesus Calls the First Disciples
- A disciples is anyone who has responds to the invitation to repent and believe the

good news about the reign of God, who then commits themselves to the standards
and values of the kingdom of God by following Jesus.

- Jesus’ teaching calls people to abandon their well-established patterns of life to give
him complete allegiance. His authoritative call demands an immediate response.

- In Mark 3:14, disciples are defined as those who are “with Jesus.”

https://firstnationsversion.com/


Mark 1:21-22 | Jesus Teaches with Authority
- Jesus taught with greater authority than the religious leaders of his day (1:22, 27)

Mark 1:23-28 | Jesus Heals a Man with an Unclean Spirit
- Jesus exercised his authority over the unseen realm, which is a common theme in

Mark (3:11; 5:1-20)
- The unclean spirit recognized Jesus as “the Holy One of God.” Jesus silenced the

unclean spirit and cast it out of the man.

Messianic Secret
- Throughout Mark, Jesus commands people not to reveal his identity, including his

disciples (8:29-30; 9:9), people he healed (1:45; 7:36), and unclean spirits (1:25;
3:12).

- Jesus reveals his humility by not desiring attention, and Mark reveals that this secret
cannot be contained because Jesus is too great and glorious.

Mark 1:29-31 | Jesus Heals Peter’s Mother-in-Law
- Jesus advances the kingdom into enemy territory, clearing away darkness by casting

out demons and healing diseases.

Mark 1:31-33 | Jesus Heals Many
- When the Sabbath ended at sundown, many people traveled to seek Jesus for

wholeness.

RESPOND TO THE STORY
People responded to Jesus by:

- Abandoning their way of life and reorienting their life around him.
- Being astonished and amazed at his authoritative teaching.
- Serving him after they were healed.
- Seeking him out for healing.

LIVE THE STORY | How do you behold or stand amazed in Jesus each day? What action or
characteristic of Jesus causes you to wonder or be astonished?

BEYOND SUNDAY
- Read one chapter of Mark each day for 16 days. As you hear the story, examine the

story, respond to the story, and live the story.
- Read the entire book of Mark in one sitting.
- Join the Mark reading group on Thursday, Nov. 18 at 6:30 pm at the church building.

This Thursday we will discuss Mark 5 - 11.

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY
BibleProject video How to Read the Gospels: https://bibleproject.com/blog/tips-reading-gospel/
Blog: Four tips for reading the Gospels https://bibleproject.com/blog/tips-reading-gospel

https://bibleproject.com/blog/tips-reading-gospel/
https://bibleproject.com/blog/tips-reading-gospel/

